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SUMMARY

Thti instigation on the vapor pre8sures of jfuels UM8 conducted at the Langley Memoriul

Aeronautical Luhrato~ at L4m.gley FtiM, Vs., in oonmwtion m“th the. general re8earch on cornhL8-

iion in juel inje.otion m.gine8. The purpo8e oj the ime8tigath waa to study the efect8 oj high

ternperaturt?a such cw tit during the jir8t sEqws of injection on the vapor pressures of 8ereraljueb

and certain fuel mixtures, and the relation of these tzzpm pre8sures to the preparation of t7iefiel for

combustion in iii@-sp.eed fu.d injtwth enp”nes.
The apparaths employed in the tests consisted of a gas-tight steel bomb, a Bourdon spring

p&ssure gauge, an ekotric furnace, a thermocouple, and a potentiometer. The bomb was par-
tially filled with the fuel to be tested, the space above the fuel Ned with nitrogen to prevent
combustion, and the bomb heated in an electric furnace. Pr-ure and temperature readings
were taken simultaneously during the heating and cooIing periods over a temperature range
from 175° to approximately 900° F. Vapor and gas pressures up to 5,OOO pounds per
square inch were measured. The fuels tested were gasoline, kerosene, DieseI engine fuel oil,
ethyl aIcohol, methyl acohol, benzol, mixtures of methy~ alcohol and gasoline, &d mixtures of
benzol and gssoline. An aircraft engine lubricating oil was also tested. Water was tested as
a standard in order to compare these results with those of other investigators. The conditions
of the tests were aimiIar to those met in the combustion chamber of a fuel injection engine and
consequently the data apply to those conditions.

It was found that the vapor pressures of the fueIa inoreased rapidly at high temperate=,
the rate of pressore increase becoming greater as the temperatures approached the critical
value. Beyond the critical temperature, tha’ rate of pressure increase was constant except at
one or more temperatures in the case of certain fuels and their vapors in which chemiwd changes
took place. The chemicaI changes in some of the fuels were such that the oooling curves were
materially different from those obtained during the heating periods. Permanent gases were
generated during the heat~hg and cooling periods in the case of the alcohols, gasoline, kerosene,
and Diesel engine fuel oil so that the fuels removed from the bomb were materirdly ditlerent
from those placed in it. The vapor pressures of the fuels differed from each other considerably,
methyl aIcohol having the highest vapor pressure, 4,370 pounds per square inch, and Diesel
engine fueI oiI the lowA, 140 pounds per square inch, for the maximum temperature investi-
gated, approximately 850° F.

The data for the vapor pressuresof the fuels at high temperatures indicate the compre=ion
temperatures required to produce rapid vaporization of the injected fud for combustion.

INTRODUCTION
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In order to control and minimize the maximum cylinder pressures developed in high-speed
fuel injection engines, particularly in engines designed for aircraft serwice, it is desirable to ha~e
the combustion proceed in accordance with the dual cycle, which requires the fit and smaller
part of the injeoted fuel charge to burn at constant vohune and the remainder to burn at con-
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stant pressure. Thii constant volume combustion usually determines the maximum pressure
developed in the engine cylinder. It is necessary, therefore, to $.mAigatc and control the
injection and engine.factors that aflect the amount of constant volume combustion, in accord-
ance with the spray formation, vaporization, ignition, and combustion reqtiemgnts of the fuel.

Recent progrm in the performance of high-speed. fuel injection engimw has emphasized
the time lag of auto-ii~on of the injected fuel m one of the m&jor factors that affect the amount
of constant volume -combustion. In order to minimize the amount of constant vohune com-
bustion in engine operation, it is necessary to distribute the small fuel particles properly in the
combustion chamber and raise them to their auto-ignition temperature during injection of the
first part of the fuel charge. The maximum cylinder pressure developed is proportional to the
fraction of the fuel charge that is injected and prepared for combustion at the instant that-auto-
ignition occurs. Thus, the earlier that auto-ignition takes place, the start and rate of injection
remaining the same, the less will .be the amount bf constant volume combustion. The cyIinder
pressuresof.the conet.antpressurephase of the dual cycle maybe controIIed, therefore, by varying
the rate of injection of the remainder of the fuel charge. (Reference 1.)

The injected fuel i.rtan aircraft oil engine must be prepared for ignition in less than 10° of
crank-shaft-rotation for uniform rates of injection if the time lag of auto-ignition is to be shtwt
enough for operation with low cylinder pressures. This time lag is dependent upon the type
of injection system used; the timing and rate of injection; the fuel spray vdocity and penetra-
tion; the degree of atomization obtained; the distribution of the spray in the combustion chamber
and of the oil particles within the spray; the compression ratio used in the engine and the depend-
ent cylindei pressures and tirnperat~; the ‘timing, direction, and amount of turbulence
employed; the amount of radiation from hot surfaces in the combustion chamber; the initial temp-
erature of the injected fuel; and the chemical and physical properties of the fuel. It is probable
that in the past sufficient considaratiog has not been given tp the physical and chemical proper-.
ties, which is due in part to the lack of experimental data in the range of high temperatures
occurring during the first stages of injection in fuel injection engines. This research was con-
ducted at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laborato”iy at Langley Field, Vs., to obtain data
on the effect of high temperatures on the vapor pressures of several fuels under conditions
approximating those in fuel injection engines. In” addition the data afford opportunity for
analysis of the relation of this fuel property to the preparation of the fuel for combustion.

The principal investigations made heretofore on the effect of temperature on the vapor
pressures of liquids have hen on water, methyl alcohol, and ethyl alcohol. (Reference 2.)
The temperature range investigated .haebeen from roorg temperature h the critical temperature
of the liquid, approximately 500° F. The United Stat& Bureau of Mince in 1922 (reference 3)
conducted acme experiments on gasoline and kerosene ovw a similar temperature range. Several
of the tar and paraffin oils have been investigated in Germany up to 800° F. (Reference 4.)
However, as far as is known, complete data on the effects of high temperatures on the vapor
pressuresof such fuels as are used iu fuel injection engines have not been reported, particularly
in the range above the critical temperatures, and data for those fuel mixtures that are used to
suppres+detonation in gasoline engines are entirely lacking.

The tests reported herein were conducted on gasoline, kerosene, Died engine fuel oil, ethyl
alcohol, methyl alcohol, benzol, mix$ures of ethyl ak.ohol and gasoline, rnhturm of benzol and
gasoline, and an aircraft eng&e lubricating oil. Wat6r was teete@ as a standard to compare
these resxdts with those of other investigators. Temperature from 175° h approximately
9000 F. wtiie investigated and vapor pressuresup to 5,000 pounds per square inch were recorded.

METHODS AND APPARATUS

The method employed in the determination of the vapor pressure of a fuel cmeisted of
partiaI1yfilling a steel bomb with the fuel to be testad and heating it in an ektric furnace through
the desired temperature range. The bomb was made of steel instead of some inactive substance
so that the test conditions in this respect would approach those met in an engine cyIinder. The
space above the fuel was filled with nitrog?n since it wouId prevent combustion and because the
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gas in the combustion chamber of the fueI injection engine preceding injection of the fuel
consists of approximately 77 per cent by weight of nitrogen. ‘l?emperatureand pressurereadings
were taken ahmdt.aneoudy at regularintavals during both the heating and cooling of the bomb
and fuel. The bomb was not held at each recorded temperature until equilibrium conditions
were reached, since such a condition does not exist in the combustion chamber.

—.

A photograph of the apparatus is shown in Figure 1 and a diagrammatic sketch of it in
Figure 2. The apparatus consisted of a gas-tight steeI bomb, a cooling pan, a valve block, a
pressure gauge, connect@ tubes, an electric furnace, a thermocouple, and a potentiometer.

The steel bomb was made from a piece of 1~-inch diameter chrome-nickel steel 5X inches
long. A well for holding the fuel and its vapor was drilled in the bomb slightly off center to a
depth of 4% inches. Two small holes were drilled into this well from the other end of the bomb,
one to serve as a filling hole connection and the other as an outlet connection to the pressure
gauge. Two @ed hexagonal steel bars appro.ximately 8 inches long were screwed and shrunk
“rotathese holes. The upper
ends of the barswere provided
with union fittings, thus pro-
viding a separable joint above
the cooling pan. Steel tubes
with union fittings were fas-
tened to the drilIed bars, a
gooseneck bend being made in
one of the tubes to provide for
unequaI expansion of the hex-
agonal bars and tubes. The
lower end of the bomb was
closed by a plug which was
also screwed and shrunk into
place. The vohnne of the well
was approximately 22 ems.

It -wasnecessary te have
both an Met and an exhaust
opening in the apparatus for
the efficient cleaning of the
bomb, for 611ing the bomb
with the fuel to be tested, and
for displacing the air above
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Fmcm L-Vapor presmremr-h. 1.voltmeter for rneasdw pdenffaf acrossekctric
kizxe. 2.Ehemtatfor regdetfngpotentialmm dectrfc furnace.S.Ekctrfcfurne,ce
contdr& hod. 4. CmlhWpan. 5. Vdre blink. 6. Bourdrmp~ genge. 7. Po-
tentiometerforfmifcatfngkmpwatureofbomb. ThethmnmbottlehddfngtheCOMJMICU
tionofthethemmcouplecanbeseenLmmedirtteIyto the Ieft d the potenffometw

he fuel with-nitrogen befo~ the start of each tat. These openings were placed fi the valve
block where they could be chsed by needIe valves and were cormected by drilIed holes in the
vaIve block to the two tubes from the bomb. In addition, the tube connected to the inlet
opening was also connected by a drilled hole through the valve block to the tube for transmitting
the vapor pressures to the pressure gauge.

SeveraI Bourdon spring pressure gauges were used for measuring the pressures exerted by “
the vapors, their ranges varying from O to 200 pounds per square inch to O to 5,000 pounds
per square inch, depending on the ma.xi.mumpressure to be obtained with the fueI under test-.
The gaug- -werealtered by makiug the entrances to them very small so that the oil placed in
the Bourdon spring could not easi.Iyescape. In addition a gooseneck bend was made in the
steel tube connecting the gauge to the valve block. This tube was SISOfled with oil and its
position arranged so as to maintain oil in the gauge and tube in till the tests. The gauges were
calibrated by means of a dead-weight gauge tester.

The cooling pan was placed midway between the valve bhck and the bomb to cool and
condense the hot vapors before they reached the valve block. Cold water was kept flowing
through this pan during the tests. Steel wires were inserted in the hexagonal bars in order to
prevent the condensed vapom from dropping back into the bomb, the Iiquid being retained in
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the bars by surfac~ tension and capillarity, aided by the small annular space between the wire
and the drilled hole. —

Heat was supplied by a cylindrical electric furnace of slightly larger diameter than the
.,

bomb. The heat en3-~ in the furnace was sufficient to heat the bomb considerably above the
maximum test temperature. This rehd.ion, in addition to the fact that the heat capacity of the
bomb was considerably in excess of that of the fuel placed in it, assured a steady though slightly
decreasing rate of temperature rise. A hole was drilled in the thickest part of the bomb wall
from the bottom of the bomb to a depth of 3% igches, Wd the hot junction of the thermocouple
placed approximatdy 1 inch from the “tip of this hole in order h locate the hot junction near the
dividing line of the fuel and the vapor. The cold junctiondthe thermocouple was surrounded
by melting ice in a thermos bottle. The electrical potential generated in the thermocouple

“gauge

V&e
block >

Needle
valve

iboi~
.W

_r--lt-P5 ---

which was indicated ~~ythe po~entiometer was converted ~to
.- degrees Fahrenheit &m a calibration of the thermocouple

made by means of a cgrtitied thermometer.
The tmt “proMdure followed was the same for all the

fuels. The borg~ wq:.first washed thorougblywith the fuel
to be tested, It was ~hen placed in the electric furnace ~th
opened needle valveg and heated b a temperature in excess
.of &at-@ be used @...the @at. This was dons to complete
any che~cal reaction that might take place between the
metal. of $he bomb. and. the. fuel arid to vaporize any im-

. . . .

purities that might be presenti ll(hen the bomb had again
cooled to room temperature, approximately 13 cms of the
fuel to be teeted ywe placed i? it, A. tank containing
nitrogen was conneqt?d ti the inlet opening and nitrogen
passed through the bomb and connecting tubes for a definite

~-time interv@. at a s~=~, steady rate interrupted with occa-

& Hot
sional intervals of .@.lihtly increased flow. Following this

dmctim -replacement of the air in the apparatus by nitrogen, the
of #hermP
~We

pressure in the bomb was adjusted to atmospheric pressure,
the inlet and exhaust valves closed, and the electric current

FIGURE2.–Disgmmrmticsketchof vswrPrm- turned on in the furnace. When a temperature of approximately
suretempmture amaratms

176° F. was indicated, the obsermr began recording the readings
of the potmtiometer and of the pressuregauge s“multan~ody. Readings were taken at-intervals
of pressure of from 1.to 50 pognc& per squ~e .~ch, dq?end~mgon the range of pressures to be
covered during the teet. When the mafimum temperature dwired w-asreached, the electric
current in the furnace was turned Qh and readings were taken during the cooling period in the.
same manner. The time for a complete test was approximately three hours. Specimens of

—

the fueI and of the gas remaining in the bomb. were ccdlec~d at the completion of each test.
The teste were repeated several times with varying amounts of fuel, the bomb being completely
prepared previous to egch teat by washing, heating, and cooling as deecribed above.

Several seriee of computations and corrections in.mklition to the temperature and pr&sure
.. .-

calibrations were made to the recorded data in order tu obtain the true temperatures and pres-
sures of the vapor under test. These computations and corrections related chiefly to the nitro-
gen pressure which was calculated for each temperature, assuming a constant volume relat.ion-
ship to etist in the bomb. The nitrogen pressure w-as then subtracted from the corrected
recorded pressure and the atmospheric pressure added. to obtain the vapor pressure of the fuel
being testd.

TEST RESULTS

The experimental data from these tests are plot~d in Figures 3 to 12, It may be noted
thatwritical points were recorded for most fuels and that pressure fluctuations or other physical-
chemical phenomena have taken place. The data for dl curves on any fuel were reproducible
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with a satisfactory degree of accuracy up to the critical point. Beyond the miticaI point the
date for each fuel were reproducible in their general characteristics, but the vapor pressure for
any given temperature increased with the
amount of the fuel originally placed in
the bomb. The phenomena that were
most evident follow.

1. CRITICAL Pomm.-The critical
point is the point at which the curve
changes from one of increasing eIope ta
one of constmt slope. 11 is clearly defied
in the curves for gasoline (fig. 3), methyl
aIcohol (fig. 7), ethyl alcohol (fig. 8), benzol
(fig. 9), and the m&ure5 of gasoline with
ethyl alcohol (fig. 11), and with benzol (fig.
12). The temperature indicated at this
point is known as the critical temperature
of the liquid. At this temperature physi-
cal distinctions between the liquid and its
vapor disappear.

2. PRESSURE l?LUCPUATIONS.-TheSe

phenomena occurred during the coohg of
the kerosene (Q 4) and of the Diesel oil
(fig. 5). During the pressure fluctuations
the indicating hand of the pressure gauge,
turned at about the speed of the second
hand of a watch, stopped, and then tra-rekd
back to within a few pounds of the starting
pressure, and then repeated the cycle with
gradually increasing and latar decreasing

--

I?mnm a.—EEwtoftempemtmwonthe?upor~ ofgasolfne

-

maximum messures. These reactions for the Diesel ofi continued untiI the temperature had
dropped fr~m about 825° to about 575° F. The reactions for kerosene vrere considerably more
restricted, taking place betwean 725° and 680° F.

3. GENERATION OF ONE ORMORE PERWNENT GASES FROM Au ~HE ~UEZS TESTED WITH
THE EXCEPTION OF BENzoL.—The mneration of these permS-U~t gases was indicated by the ..—. —

high residuaI pressures exerted by the vapors
after the bomb had been allowed to cool to -.—
room temperatures as shown for gasoline,
kerosene, Diesel engine fueI oil, methyl alcohol,
and et.hyl alcohol. (Figs. 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8.)

4. PERMAITENT DEco&woslT1oN.-Perma-
nent decomposition or cracking was indicated
by the fact that the fuel removed from the
bomb following the test was different from
that put into it. The akohols, kerosene, and
gasoline were changed from clear white thin .
liqcids to Iiquids that resembled fuel oil or a
very Iight lubricating oil.

5. GeneratiOn OFTwo OR MORESEPA-FImvm4.—Theef?eetd temperatureontheYw?orpm=meolkeroeene
RATE AND DISTINCT VAPORSAT OR ABOVE

THE CRnxcAL TEMPERATURE.-TheSe phenomena are indicated in the curves for the alcohols
(figs. 7 and 8) and the benzol (fig. 9). In these curves the straight line temperature-pressure .-
relations above the critical point are made up of two or more straight lines that join but that
have different slopes.
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6. RMYD INCEEASEIN VAPOE l?mssuREs.-The vapor pressure of the aircraft engine
lubricating oil (fig. 6) increased at such a rate aftir it had reached approfiately 800° F. that
it was necessary to open the exhaust needle valve in order to prevent damage to the pressure
gauge. The rate of pressure increase was so-much greater thW that of the temperature increase
as to indicate a physical or chemical change m the oil, su@. as cracking at a higher temperature
than used in manufacture.

7. VARIATIONOF-THE VAPORPREEWURES.-Acomparison of the vapor pressures of the
fuels tested is shown in F&me 10. These curves are the same as those appearing in Figures

FIGLXE5.—Effectoftemperatrrreonthevaporp-e ofDIw1engine FIW.TtE&-Effed of temp-erdrrreonthevapor prasauroorr aircraft
fad Ou en@nelnbrfcatti011

3 ta 9 for the tests with 13 cma of the fuel in the bomb, The wide variation of the vapor pres-
sures of the six fuels and of the lubricating oil is clearly illustrated.

8. DEVIATIONFROMDALTON’Slhvv OFYAETIALPRESSURES.—Thevalues for the vapor
pressures of the mixtures of ethyl alcohol and of benzol with the gasoline (figs. 11 and 12), are
not the sums of the vapor pressuresof the individual liquids as would be expected from Dalton’s
law-. This is probably due to the fact that chemical reactions took place between the two fuels
or between the gases existing and generated in the bo~b at the high temperature=of the tests.

FIWRE 7.—EffedoftwnpemlnmOnthevapx FWWRX8.—Ef&toftempemtrrreonthe. FIGURE9.—Effectof ternpemtnmontho
premueofmethylaloohol vaporprewmeofethylalcohol VSPOIw-m ofbend

—..

-.

It is partictdarly interesting to note that in the.case of the benzol-gasohne mixtures, at the higher
temperatures, the vapor preesurw of the.m&tures with the exception of the 80 per cent benzol
20 per cent-gasoline mixture are less than those of eitherof the fuels. The curves for these mix-
tures form a family of curves which has materially different characteristics and trends from the
curves for either fuel. This family is further illustrated in Figure 13, which is a cross plot from
F~re 12.
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ACCURACY OF TEST RESULTS

VAPOR PrtEssumm.—The accuracy of the computed vapor pressures depended on the error
of observation in the vapor pressurereadings, the gauge @ibrations, and the computed nitrogen
pressures. The error of. observation ,iR the pressure gauge readings was 0.5 per cent to 1.0 per
cent of the maximum reading of the gauge. The accuracy of the gauge calibration depended
upon the accuracy of the standard used. The possible error in this standard, the dead-weight
gauge tester, was so small in comparison with that af:the Bourdon gauge ~ to be negligible.
However, there was au error in the computation of the nitrogen pressure because its volume
did not remain constant as was assumed. The volume occupied by the vapors changed during
the teat due to the thermal expansion of the bomb and the liquid, the pressure expansion of the
bomb and compression of the liquid, and the vaporization of the liquid. The following method
was used to determine the magnitude of the error introduced by assuming that the volume of
the vapor reg@ned qogstant.

The change in the volume of the bomb due to-crease in the temperature and th~pres-
sure was computed. The volume of the liquid at the temperature and pressure under considera-
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FIQURE14,—Effactof the eoncfftkmsof teet FIwnE 15,—Mfect O(the $ondItion6of test FIGUEEIfL-Effect of the eoncfftJon$of test
on the vaporpre9eureof water on the vaporpressureofmethylafcohd onUravaporpressurad ethylalcohof

tion was derived. The volume of the liquid was subtracted from the tutal volume to obtain the
volume occupied by the vapor. The weight of the vapor was computed and subtracted from the
total weight of the liquid under test.-–The volume occupied by the remaining liquid was again
computed and these calculations repeated until the true volume of the vapor was found within
the accuracy desired. For methyl alcohol at the critical temperature, 473° F., and the corre-
sponding critical pressure, 1,100 pounds per square inch, the true nitrogen pressure was 3.6
pounds per square inch greater than the value obtained by assuming that the vapor vohune
remained ccmstant. Consequently the vapor pressure computed with this assumption was in
error by only 0.33 per cent.

‘#bimrtAmm.-The accuracy of the temperat~-m depended on the potentiometer and
thermocouple calibration, the error of observation in the potentiometer readings, the temperature
gradient between the hot junction of the thermowmple and the vapor, and the conduction losses
along the thermocouple W@S. The thermocouple and the potentiometer were calibrated by
means of a 680° F.. thermometer that had previously been calibrated and certified by the United
States Bureau of Standards. The maximum variation from the rmwmof any one reading was
2° F. The error of observation in the potentiometer reading was 0.5° F. The temperature
gradient between the hot junction of the thermocouple and the inside walI of the bomb was
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computed to be O.1° F. The wire of the thermocouple was wrapped around the bomb several
times to prevent conduction losses from the hot junction along the thermocouple wires. The
maximum error of the temperature readings was therefore approximately 2.6° F.

~031PAFUSONOF DATA WITHTHATOF OTHER “INvEsmGAmoNs.-Water was tested ss a
standard for comparison of the data presented with that given by other investigators. This
comparison was made to determine whether other factors than those considered afleoted the
~xperiments. The experimental resdts from these tests on -ivatcxare shown in.comparison with
the values given by Regnault (reference 2) in Figure 14. If the discrepancy in the water data
was caused by some faotor inherent in the apparatus, the same discrepancy should appear in the
data for all the liquids tested which were aflected in the same manner by this factor. In order
to determine whether or not the same error did appear in the data for the alcohoIs, the difference
in pressures from Figure 14 were added to the vapor presmres as cumputed from the tests and
plotted together with the results obtained by Ramsey and Young for these two liquids (reference
2] in Figures 15 and 16. The conchsion is drawn from an examination of these curves that at
any given temperature the effeot on the vapor pressure is approximately the same for water
and the alcohols. The discrepancy is probably due in part to the different catalytic effects of
the materials of the bomb on the Iiquids. The data presented in this report can only be apphd
therefore to these fueb when heated under conditions similar to those existing in the tests.

ANALYSIS

Several changes take place in fuds for oil engines when they are injected into the combustion
chamber of the engine. The high temperature of the air in the combustion chamber heats the
fuel particles, begins to vaporize them, and in some cases decomposes them into new hydro-
carbons. The procwses oontinue until some of the fuel reaohes ita auto-ignition temperature and
combustion is initiated. ” The oorubustion spreads through the combustion chamber at a rate
depending on the degree with which the fmil is mixed with the air and on the rapidity with which
the fuel is raised to the auto-ignition temperature. The endeavor to deorease the time lag of
auto-ignition is an effort to speed up the processes of preparing the comparatively cold, liquid
fuel chemicsUy and physically for auto-ignition. The physicaI properties of the fueI partially
control the time necessary to carry out these processes. Among these properties may be men-
tioned the spetic heat, the heat of vaporization and the saturated vapor pressure of the fuel,
and the specific heats of the fuel vapors.

The vapor pressures presented in this report are not in every case the vapor pressures of
the fuels originally placed in the bomb. With the exception of the aJcohols and benzol, the
fuels were a ocnnbination of saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons, and the increasing tem-
perature caused chemical as well as physical chmges. The vapor above the fuel formed hydro: ~
oarbons which did not appear in the fuel.

The pressure of a vapor is caused by the impact of the swif~y moving molecules on the walls
of the retaining vessel. The pressure is proportional to both the number and the magnitude of
these impacts. The magnitude is determined by tie mean kinetic energy of the molemk.

.
This is equivalent to ~ m z? in whioh m is the mass of the mokm.de and ~ is its mean veIooity.

The vaporization prooees consists of energizing the mohmiks by heating them until they possess
sticient kinetic energy to overcome the surface knsion of the liquid and enter the vapor. A
decrease of the surface tension of the liquid or an inorease in the mean I&etic energy of the
molecules in the liquid will result in a greater number of the molecules entering the vapor.
When a liquid is subjected to an increasing temperature the surface tension is lowered (refer-
enoe 5) and the mean kinetic energy of the mo~eculeeis raised. As a result the vaporization and
consequently the vapor pressure increases at a more rapid rate than the temperature. This is
ikstrated in all the experimental results

According to the kinetic theory of gases, for equal volumes and temperature the number
of molec&s in any two vapors is proportional to the preseurw exerted by the vapors. The tatal
amount of vaporization-that is, tatal number of free molecules-for equal vapor vohun~ of
any two Iiquids at a given temperature is, therefore, proportional to their vapor pressures.
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An examination of experimental data (fig. 10) indicates that the order of the preparation
of the several fuels for combustion in the range of temperatures between 200° and 800U”F.is
ethyl alcohol, benzol, gasoline, kerosenej and Diesel ~gine fuel oil. The vapor pressures of
these fuels. at 4500 F. are given-in Table I. They are in the ra”~os 120:35:22:4”:1, &spec-”
tively. The speeific heats of the fuels at 104-0F., and,the latent heats of vaporization at the
boiJing temperatures are also given in Table I. ~ -

TABLE I ““
.! - .— r-:-.-l. -, .... :,

1Vaporp-assures,;
Fuel

1 apeol!lehft et Imtent heat of vaporkntion,
~ s&~d;:phwat B. t. u. per pound

>.,-—. .,—,, ...,.LJ 1
. .

Ethyl aloohoL-.-----------.---------.---.-------------, -. 600 i
BsnzoL -------------

1 0. 6@ !.369 at 173° FJ
-------------- ------------- ------

Gasoline----
175.1 1.423 1 166 at “176° F.] ““

---------------------------------- -----:. ‘-!j~ 115 . . ~.601 1 137 at 194° F.z”
Kerosene ---------------------------------------------- ------ -20:. ‘. .482 ~ 136-it 244° F.J “
DkseI engine fueloil----------------------------------- ;+=: ‘ ...5 ?:472 115at.338°F.;““

k“.~’ --”.’ !,... ...... . . . . . ,..
1Referenca2. t Befawnc47.

Actual practice indicates that in carburetor engines burning ethyl alcohol or gasoline the
alcohol is the more di.f6cult to ignite. This variance f~om the vapor-pressure data which shows
there are Qlesser number of free mglecdm produced K-the. e~_Y igni~d g~o~e iS due !o the
comparatively high specific heat and latent heat of evaperization of the alcohol. Ethyl alcohol
therefore requires some form of preheating, such as hgt spots, high i.+et air temperatures, or
high compression ratios to supply this heat energy in order to obtain sufficient vaporization
for the production of an ignitable and rapidly combustible mkture.

Above 800° F. the vapor pressm= of the Di.cwJagine fuel OHincrease.at such a“raPfd rate
that a comparatively small change in the temperat~e, and consequently in the compression
ratio of an engine? d rm~t in ~ considerable demew~ iR the & Of au$@Pition.. . .. .

The rapid increase in the vapor prewure.of the lr@ricating oil indicates the maximum tem-
perature at which this oil may be used for lubrica~~r coobg purposes.

The rate of the.increase of vapor pressure with teqperatur~_igcreasesrapidly with the tem-
perature. For this reason a small increase in the cgupression temperature of an engine will
result in a marked increase in the vapor pressure of the fuel. The data for the.vapor pressures
of the fuds, therefore, indicate the compression temperaturerequired to produce the rapid vapori-
zation of the injected fuel for combustion.

.CONCLUSIONS

Scweral conclusions are drawn from the experim@al re@&. The Vapor pressuresOf the
fuels tested, which are measures of the number of frea molecules produced by the vaporization
processes, vary over a tide r~ge of pre=~e at ~Y given temperat~e. T~ rate Of @ange
of vapor pressure with temperature for any one fuel increases rapidly until the oritical tempera- ;
tme ~ reached. Above this temperature the rate of_@rQase of th? vapo!. Pr~ure rewaiys :!
a constant value, which depends on the ratio of tie mass of tie vapor and liquid per ~it VOIUme.
At high temperatures the fuel vapom form new hydrocmbons vrtich ~ mme CSSWon conden=
ation form a fuel of different mmposi~on from hat OriginallyPlaced in the bomb. The vapor
preesur~ of the fuel mixturee investigated do not follow Dalton’s law of partial pressures, the
vapor pressures of the mixtures being either greater or less than the vapor pressures of either
of the unmixed fuels. .. The data for tie vapor pr$=~es Oft?K!fu$lsat.!@? ~m?er!tw!% ‘ndicat!
the compression temperatures required to produce.rapid vaporization of the fuel for combustion.

LANGLEY MEMORIALAERONAUTICALLABORATORY,
NATIONU ADVISORYCOMMI~EE FORAERONAUTICS,

LANGLEYFIELD,VA., O~o?Jsr16, 19.98.
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